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ABSTRACT PROBE DHVhLOPMbNT

An jir-coolcd iinusing optical probe. 0..? in long with u 25.4-rnm
Hitiidc diameter, has been built lo provide hiuh resolution viewing
nt flow regimes in a steam-water environment at 620 K and
15.5 MPa. The probe consists ol J 3.5-mm-diameter rod lens
borescopc, surrounded by two co.ixial cooiant How channels and
iwo coaxial insulating dead air spaces. With air flowing through
the probe at 5.7 si.'s. thermal analysis shows that no part ot the
optical horoscope will o.sceed 366 K when ilic prohe is immersed
m ,i 620 K environment.

The objective lens is protected by a sapphire window which rests
have shown can survive over 200 hours m 620 K water or steam
with negligible loss ol resolution and contrast. Condensation on
the protective window is boiled oIt" by electrically heating the
window. Computer stress analysis. \>lus jelual tests, show that the
probe can operate successfully wilh conservative safety factors.

INTRODUCTION

With the ever increasing interest in two-phase tlow modeling, new
experimental rechnniues are constantly being sought to remove as
miifli subjectivity a.i possible from analysis and code development.
An aid for the analyst would be a direct macroscopic view of the
steady state and transient two-phase How regime jnd boundary
conditions.

An imaging optical probe development program was undertaken,
and the development was divided into four mam areas. First, a
suitable optics train was selected tiiat would be small in diameter
and have low light loss and high resolution. Second, a design was
produced that would protect the optics train from the high
temperature (620 K> and high pressure 115.5 MPa) environment.
Third, on the basis of this design, a prototype optical probe was
fabricated. Finally, the optical probe was tested in the design
environment for four hours at the Semisi'ale facility of the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory. This high temperature, high
pressure steam-water blowdown and reilood experiment was
recorded for the first time with the imaging optical probe.

- NOTir

Tins ;poit was prepared as an account nf work
sponsored by the United Slates Government. Neithei ihe
Unned Stales noi Ihe United Slates Deputmeni of
Energy, nor any of tlieir employed, nor any of iheii
contractor!, subcontractor, or (hen emptoyees. makei
any watranty. express or implied, or assume! any legal
liability 01 tesponsibikiy (or ihr accuracy, completeness
or uwfulneu of any in fat mat ion. appaiatm. product or
process disdoted. or represents ihal i» use would not

t infrinpe privately owned rights.

The optics trjin chosen lor the imaging optn-al probe wu.-> j
Hopkins* rod lens borcscope munutaetur'jd hv Stor/*" ot
Germany, Model 2"015 A. Thi-> device provides very bright.
contraMy, high resolution und wide-angle viewing wirh jn optics
train 0.3 m long and 3.5 mm diameter. The Storz lens has two
basic limitations tor use in J high v).essure t̂ earn-water
environment: (a) the maximum temperature ratmt.' î  450 K and
Jb) ihe device muil be protected asainsl the ^orro^i^e action ol ,i
steam-w;iter environment whuli would >]uickly Irost the ulass
objective lens, A mechanical view ot the inuujng opticai ^rohc
which is Jesjsned to overcome tla'su limitations, is -,hi>wn in
Figure 1. The outer pressure boundar. is formed by a 15.4-mrn
outside diameter stainless steel tube having a 3.05-mrn waJI
thickness. Although the prototype had a length ol 0 3 m 'or
observations in pipes, the thermal analysis shows that immersed
lengths over 3 m are practical with this design tor observations in
electrically heated nuclear core simulators.

The imaging optical probe consists nf four coaxial channels around
the optics train, separated by tubing o| <> _:5. IJ "0. .ird
!5.<S8-mm outs;Je Juineiers witJi 0.5-mm wall thickness To keep
the optics train below its maximum rated temperature ot" 4>0 K in
a hZQ K environment, drv cooling air at 0.4 MPa enters the in let
port and is directed down rite innermost channel jiong [he optjcu
train to the tip. The cooling air is then returned along the
third-outermost channel to the outlet pon and vented to the
atmosphere. To reduce heat conduction to the optics train, two
insulating dead air spaces are provided in the second and fourth
coaxial channels as shown in Figure 1

Extensive computerized thermal analysis on a 3.0-m model lias
shown that without at least one insulating dead air space channel.

U.S. Patent 3.257,902.
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the optics train could not be maintained below 450 K in a 620 K
environmem by an\ legible cooling gjs How rule. In the present
design lor a ,'0-m immersed length, with air flowing at 5 "• g s
from a 0.4-MPa source, calculations show that no part oi Ihe
optics tram wiil exceed 366 K in a 620 K environment. It follows
that by using evacuated insulating channels and silvered tubing, no
part oi the optics train would exceed 394 K in a 1273 K
environment with an air coolant tlow rate of 11 g,s.

The glass objective lens must be protected by a window that is
transparent, possesses high mechanical strength, and can survive
the corrosive action oi a pressurized steam-water environment
Tests have sliou'n that the sapphire window used in tliis design can
perform as an optical window in steam or water at 620 K and
I 5.5 MPa for about 250 hours. The outer sapphire window on the
optical probe is 21 84 mm in diameter and 3.05 mm thick. A
second inner sapphire window 1.0 mm thick provides an insulating
dead air space between the two windows as shown in Figutc I

The pressure >cul between the outer sapphire window and the
probe body is a Haskcl "V" seal* made of silver-plated
Inconel X-750 The V seal is located in a carefully machined and
polish'-d groove he hind the outer sapphire window, and clearance
is provided for about Q.03-mm radial expansion of the sapphire
window at 620 K. Prototype window and seal assemblies have
successful!*, survived autoclave blowdown and cold water reflood
cycles as la*.' d-, :ti seconds duration.

During certain How conditions, such as droplet or misly flow,
moisture or fog may condense on the outer window surface
impairing vision, therefore, an annular healer assembly is placed
between the windows to provide defogging. The heater coil :s
supported on the back by a thermal insulating mica washer to
dired the heat, up to 6 W toward the front window.

Since fhe outer tubing is hotter during operation than the optics
train, differential axial expansion requires that the optics train be
spnni! loaded lo kerp Ihe objective tens at a fixed distance from
the inner sapphire window lor J constant fidd-of-view angle. The
spnnti loading assemby can be seen in Figure 2 between the inlet
and outlet jooling air ports.

The eyepiece, a part of the Storz le:is. allows direct viewing of the
two-phase tT>w regime. To make videotapes, an enlarging lens was
used to magnify the image to cover a standard television vidicon.
The Storz lens is removable from the imaging optical probe as
shown in Figure 3.

instrument washer whose inside diameter is the same as the pipe to
which it is attached. This arrangement allowed the optical probe
to view across the pipe normal to the flow direction as shown in
Figure 4. In jtidtlion to the optical ^rohe. two higli temperature
fiberoptic light pipes were mounted in ports located 120 degrees
from the viewing port. When these light pipes were connected to
an incandescent nuaru-iodine light source, the How conditions
could be monitored and recorded.

Initially the downcomer pipe contained flowing 620 K water at
15.5 MPa as shown in Figure 5. Tho two bright vertical streaks are
reflections within the stainless steel instrument washer, and the
two dark curved features at the top and bottom are the window
neater lead wires. Note that the lighted C-s of the fiberoptic light
pipes - : ; not visible when the pipe is filled with water. At
blowdown (Figures b and ~). the syslem pressure dropped causing
the water to Hash to steam Within 24 seconds after blowdown
i Figures S and v*». the simulated nuclear reactor downcomer was
void of cooling water. The tips oi the fiberoptic light pipes are
visible when the pipe is void oi water as seen in Figure 9.

In rhis experiment, a high pressure emergency core coolant iF.CCl
water injection was initiated at the top of the downcomer
1 second alter blowdown. but no effect was obsen-d will- the
imaging optical probe. Then. 27 seconds after blowdown. the low
pressure ECC injection was initiated at the top of the downcomer.
and this coolant injection continued for 755 seconds. In
Figure 10. the first FXC water can be seen flashing to steam near
the bottom of the downcomer. About 1.5 seconds later Figure 11
shows the downcomer void again, hlown out by steam from the
core. The rapid up-and-down motion, driven by the FCC water
entering the top of the downcomer and steam rising rapidly from
the bottom, continued for over 10 minutes. The oscillation
frequency gradually slowed from about 3 Hz in the first minute to
about 1 Hz in the tenth minute. Figure 12 shows ECC water
flowing down the pipe again, and some coolant is flashing to
steam. At 1C minutes 34.i seconds, in Figure 13. the pipe is nearlv
filled with water and a few steam bubbles moving up the pipe can
be seen.

The standard video frame rate of 30.'sccond was insufficient to
completely stop the rapid oscillatory motion of the steam and
water in the downcomer. It has been estimated that 200 to
500 frames;., .cond would freeze the motion. Alternately, shon
duration stroboscopic lighting could be used.

CONCLUSIONS

Tile first use of the imaging optical probe was in a high A high temperatuie, high pressure steam-water blowdown and
temperature (620 Kl. high pressure H5.S MPa> blowdown test on
November 3. l r ' "S. in the Semiscale facility at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INELl. The optical probe was installed in
a simulated nuclear reactor downcomer pipe by means of an

Engineering: ICO E. Graham Place; Burbapk. CA
91 SOI.

retlood experiment was recorded tor the first time with the
imaging optical probe. Tliis direct viewing capability will provide a
better understanding of the phenomena taking place in transient
two-phase flow and will aid the analysis of data from other test
instruments.

Results from this test indicated a need for a higher frame rate
camera system. Due to the high-velocity steam bubbles and water
slugs, either a camera frame rate of 200 to 500 second or
stroboscopic lighting is required.
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"Figure 1 - Mechanical view of 0.3-m Song Hopkins rod
lens cooled imaging optical probe."
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"Figure 2 - Imaging optical probe." 78-8215
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"Figure 3 - imaging optical probe with Storz lens
optics train removed."
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"Figure 4 - Imaging optical probe, two fiberoptic
light pipes, and spool piece."
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'Figure 5 - One minute before blow-
down, the pipe is filled with
flowing 620 K water at 15.5
MPa."



"Figure 6 - Wisps of steam appear within
the water at biowdown."



"Figure 7 - Water flashes to steam 0.2
second after blowdown."



"Figure 8 - Steam is clearing 20 seconds
after bJowdown."



'Figure 9 - The downcomer is void of
liquid 24.0 seconds after
blowdcwn. The fiberoptic
light pipe tip is now visible
indicating pipe is empty."
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"Figure 10 - Steam is present due to
r e f l o o d , 27.3 seconds
after biowdown "



'Figure 11 - Pipe is clearing 28.8 seconds
after blowdown."



"Figure 12 - ECC reflood water is entering
the downcomer 70.6 seconds
after blowdown. Steam is also
visible."



'Figure 13 - Oscillating bubbly flow is
visible 634.1 seconds after
b lowdown. Ref lood is
completed."


